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WELCOME TO OUR WORLD

Those of us who value science, gastronomy and culture at equal levels, could do 
worse than reading some of Léo Moulin’s publications. A Belgian political scientist 
and sociologist, Prof. Moulin was a prolific author who also enjoyed culture and 
good food. Among his pursuits, he founded a “research centre on the sociology 
and anthropology of food and gastronomic cultures”. Trust a Belgian to come 
up with this. His 1979 book La Belgique à table, published in Antwerp, remains 
a classic. L’Europe à table had preceded it in 1967. 

The booklet of recipes you have before you is our personal endeavour, seen from 
Vienna, to give you a glimpse into our private home where we hope you’ll enjoy 
a meal with all the cultural overtones that entails: mutual respect, taste, culture, 
delicacy, good manners, conversation (it’s an art), wit (an obligation), repartee (a 
French word used by the British to good effect), in short: Lebenskunst. 
A tall order? Maybe. But what joy there is in sharing good moments around a 
well-dressed table. Shared joy is so important in these times. Keep the booklet 
in your kitchen, don’t worry if you spill some sauce on it, spare a thought for us 
as you try out the recipes. It’s us, remember? 

The outbreak of the pandemic has made it impossible for us to offer you the hos-
pitality we value so much. Hence this booklet with our recipes for typical Belgian 
cuisine. They are very personal recipes, enhanced by us but hugely respectful 
of our family legacies. We publish them under our own names. 

In the diplomatic world, national days offer wonderful opportunities to celebrate, 
share, meet and mingle. Belgium celebrates its National Day on 21st July, and 
King’s Day on 15th November. Since 2014 our diplomatic postings have been in 
the German-speaking world. We’ve been fortunate enough to organize great 
sharing events during those years, and to meet exceptional people of whom a 
few have remained steadfast friends. We speak the universal language of friend-
ship – and of gastronomy – and we keep in touch in English, German, French 
and Dutch. Given our German-speaking experience and because we intend this 
booklet as a gift to colleagues and friends, most of them non-Belgians, we have 
chosen two vehicular languages, German and English. That they find themselves 
at opposing ends of this publication was not absichtlich nor does it carry any 
hidden meaning. It’s just handy, that’s all.



During our many encounters one of the recurring topics of conversation, and 
often the most prevalent one, was how many of our foreign colleagues had 
truly enjoyed their time in Belgium. They would wax lyrical about the food, the 
hospitality, the quality of life they had experienced. Or tell us, with a big smile 
on their face, in which maternity hospital their kids were born. And of their visits 
in the country, North, South, West and East. We were touched, always, by so 
much goodwill and genuine appreciation. 

Establishing a rapport with people is at the very heart of diplomatic practice. It’s 
our core business, and we’re meant to be better at it than others. And though 
its success very much depends on personalities and circumstance, one common 
factor, food and drink, often prevails. One which, almost always, guarantees 
lasting results. Even when the food isn’t cooked to perfection (in our household 
this only occurs on the very rare occasions “Ghislain” is cooking). This human 
connection is at the heart of diplomacy and of all relationships. Professionally, 
receptions, dinners, events, and the catering that goes with it, are a tool allowing 
us to better connect. Ask, or answer, a question about food or drink, and you’re 
off talking to a work acquaintance, a casual contact or even a complete stranger. 
Without it, you come in cold, your approach feels contrived, your guest might be 
intimidated by the formal surroundings (or the amazing celebrities you’ve invited!). 

We hope that this little publication will not only remind you of our professional 
encounters, but first and foremost of the happy times we spent together, just as 
human beings thrown together by chance or of our own volition. May it bring a 
Belgian whiff to your kitchen and your home. 
It is our ambassador.

Ghislain D’hoop



A FEW TRICKS AND TIPS

A little introduction to help along the way. I feel cooking should be enjoyable, 
and the result a pleasant experience for the cook and those experiencing the 
food. It’s an art, not science, and artists do take liberties or use their own tricks, 
sometimes it’s called being creative.

If you can take shortcuts to make life easier, even cheat, why not. We do. So, you 
will find a few short cuts which are acceptable. The major shortcut you will find is 
a lack of PRALINES. Why? Well as we said, we cheat. We buy them. You can make 
them but when the choice is enormous and there are so many talented folks out 
there it seems foolish. Spend the time travelling the country and finding pralines!! 

I am not the best person at following recipes and am more of an instinctive 
cook, but I have tried my best to give the ingredients to the gram and the 
method as I would make it. Please do your own thing as you see fit. We all have 
our methods and I respect that some of you may find mine different to yours. 
That’s fine. Cooking is all about personality too. 

The recipes are measured in grams to make life easier. Apologies to those using 
cups but I generally don’t. I find using spoon measurements easier for small 
amounts. TBSP is a tablespoon. TSP is a teaspoon. 

Double cream or whipping cream is how I describe heavy cream but please do 
buy the minimum 32% fat version available in Austria and Germany, where men-
tioned in the recipes, they do require this. For the milk you can use LIGHT milk 
but if the dish is for a special occasion maybe go FULL FAT. For the chocolate, I 
cannot stress enough that the cheaper the chocolate the less delicious the result.

To our Belgian readers, these are our family recipes culled over many years. 
Tweaked yes but they are loyal to our forefathers and foremothers!

BON APPÉTIT ! SMAKELIJK ETEN!

Catharine D’hoop Freeman-Thomas
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RECIPES FROM A SPECIAL LAND WITH GREAT FOOD

ENTRÉES
CHERVIL SOUP

This is a superstar of the Belgian cuisine, but I admit not that easy to come by, 
however worth the effort. If you can‘t find it, you could try to grow it. It’s very 
versatile and can be used in omelettes, garnishes, and compound butters. 
If you can’t get chervil, you can replace it with a combination of parsley with 
tarragon (finely chopped) or else use watercress or plain parsley but honestly, 
it’s not the same. 

SERVES 4

Ingredients

25g butter
1 onion finely chopped
I leek, white part only, finely chopped
1 large potato peeled and chopped
1 litre hot chicken or vegetable stock, homemade or bought
Stems and leaves from 1 bunch chervil, chopped, and kept separate plus do 
keep a few leaves for garnish 
50g cup cooked white, long grain rice. – OPTIONAL
Salt and ground white pepper

Note: you can increase the potato to two large potatoes and leave out the rice. 
We generally don´t use rice.
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Method

Firstly, separate the leaves and stems 
of the Chervil. The stems should be 
chopped not too fine. Chop the 
leaves and keep these aside. 

Melt the butter in a large pan over 
medium to high heat. Add the onion, 
sauté it for 5 minutes approximately 
until its translucent. Add the leek and 
potato and sauté, stirring constantly, 
for about 5 minutes.

Pour in the stock, add the chopped 
chervil stalks, and bring to the boil, 
reduce the heat and simmer for 20 
minutes or until the potatoes are 
tender. Add the pepper and salt to 
taste. (For the stock, you can cheat 
and use bought or cubes. There is a 
difference but it works). 

This is where I differ as I separate the stalks by putting them in a muslin bag 
(similar to a bouquet garni) which I add to the stock as above. I find that the 
stalks can be bitter when cut and finally blended.

Using a handheld blender or food processor, puree the soup until smooth. Stir in 
the chopped chervil leaves and cooked rice. (DO NOT add the rice if you have 
enough potato or if you prefer a clearer soup). Cooking is about being flexible. 

Ladle into warm soup bowls and serve garnished with the chervil leaves.

  TIP: if you are not serving straight away, hold back on the leaves and 
add them just before you are serving. It will maintain them as they are 
delicate. If you fancy a creamier version, you can add a dollop of crème 
fraiche when you add the leaves. 
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ASPARAGUS – Memories of Maman

Everyone goes off piste a bit with this or you can even have it on the piste! It 
does depend on the spears (asparagus are known as spears), your mood and 
how many you bought or were brought!!

SERVES 4

Ingredients

16 white or green asparagus spears (This is a guide, you can of course serve 
more per head)
4 hard-boiled eggs
50g Butter
Handful of fresh parsley 
Grated rind of a lemon and juice of half of a lemon

Method

Prepare the asparagus as normally, trim the bottom part or snap them to the 
tender part of the stalk. You can soak the spears (whole asparagus) in cold water 
but generally, I keep them in a wet towel in the vegetable drawer in the fridge 
till I am going to use them, but no more than 24 hours. 

Boil up some salted water, enough to cover the spears, blanch them for approx-
imately 5 minutes (time depends of the size of spears) or tender (reduce the 
heat after 3 minutes) when pricked with a sharp cooking needle. Drain them, 
pat dry with kitchen paper, nothing worse than asparagus sitting in water. 
Place on your warmed serving dish. Heat the butter until pale brown, add the 
chopped hard-boiled eggs, season with salt and pepper. Cook the mixture for 
a little while, literally seconds stirring constantly and add the lemon juice. Pour 
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the mixture over the warm asparagus. Sprinkle if you like with lemon rind, and 
freshly chopped parsley. 

Now to go off piste and follow our family tradition!! Make a Hollandaise sauce 
and serve this over the asparagus instead of the clarified butter. Keep the eggs 
but chop them and put them on the side with the chives or parsley sprinkled 
over the whole dish. 

IMPORTANT - serve immediately. 

  TIP: if using white asparagus, please do peel the ends as it has a wood-
ier stem, even top to bottom avoiding the flower top. The green ones 
generally only need the ends cut or snapped off. We sometimes add 
ham or Jambon d’Ardennes which works very well especially if you are 
going down the Hollandaise option! 
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TOMAAT-GARNAAL - TOMATES AUX CREVETTES 

SERVES 4

Ingredients

4 medium hard tomatoes
Shrimps (crevettes grises, small ones from the North Sea 
or if not available cut small prawns)
4 tbsp mayonnaise (homemade or shop bought)
Chopped parsley and chives
2 hard-boiled eggs
Garnish -Slices of lemon, Parsley
To serve - Lettuce leaves, mixed green or watercress, 
baby green peas, radishes

Method

Cut the top of the tomatoes and keep them aside for use as a lid. Now the tricky 
part, you need to get the peel off, I generally cut a light slit around the middle 
and put them in a bowl of boiled water for a few moments followed by a quick 
dip in very cold water and the peel comes off easily. It is important to keep the 
tomato intact. Once this is done, you need a small spoon to remove all the seeds. 
Season the tomatoes with some salt and put them upside down on some kitchen 
paper. Wait till they are fully drained. 

In the meantime, mix the lemon rind, mayonnaise and salt and pepper to taste. 
Fold in the shrimps so as not to break them. Fill the tomatoes carefully with the 
fillings and put the lid back on. 

Serve on a bed of lettuce, watercress, and mixed greens. 
To the filling I add some boiled eggs, cut up into small pieces and a bit of Heinz 
tomato sauce. This is my take on It, but it´s always appreciated and your mixture 
does go a little further.
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Over the years, we have created two more versions:

Deconstructed Tomato Crevette

Same ingredients BUT you do NOT keep the tomato whole. Slice into thin slices, 
present on the plate in a half moon presentation and add the mixture in the arc 
of the tomato. Do remember to peel the skin. Do still add the leaves etc. It’s 
your presentation but it should try to be stylish!!

Mini version

A good party trick is to serve the mixture in small cocktail (cherry) tomatoes. 
Just chop everything a little smaller. Don’t peel the tomatoes but you do need 
to cut off the lid and take the seeds out with an exceedingly small spoon, and 
drain them. At this point, I really must nod to my husband, as this was his idea!
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ENDIVES (Chicory) IN HAM AND CHEESE SAUCE 

SERVES 4

Ingredients

8 endives (chicory)
8 ham slices (cooked)
I am sure that many of you know how to make a ROUX but for those who do not, 
these two methods are fool proof. I admit freely that I am not good at sticking to 
measurements, except when baking. However, the two methods below do work!

Ingredients for the cheese sauce
570ml milk
25g sauce flour or plain flour
50g butter
75g grated hard cheese such as cheddar or gruyere
40g parmesan
Salt and freshly milled black pepper
Grated nutmeg – just a little (optional)

Method

FIRSTLY, Place the endives in boiling water, cover the pan with parchment paper 
and put a lid on it, reduce the heat to a simmer. Simmer for approximately 8 
minutes or till they are tender but holding their shape. Remove them from the 
water and put them in a sieve. Now this is VITAL. Drain them, then drain them 
again and then when they are cold squeeze them gently or place on kitchen 
towel to ensure that all or at least a major part of the water has been eliminated.

Roll each endive in a ham slice to ensure that they are covered on the top and 
ideally it does go all the way round. Place them in a Pyrex or ovenproof dish, 
ideally rectangular, cover with foil to keep warm.
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Now, to make the cheese 
sauce:
Warm the butter till melted, 
slowly add the plain flour, 
and mix till it starts to make 
a paste, then add the milk 
bit by bit and start to bring 
it together till it resembles 
a white sauce, add the rest 
of the milk ensuring that 
you whisk continuously till 
the sauce has thickened and 
becomes smooth and glossy. 

Turn the heat down to its lowest possible setting and let the sauce cook very 
gently for 5 minutes to remove the raw taste from the flour, stirring from time to 
time to ensure no lumps. Now add the cheese stirring in until fully integrated. 
It is important that the sauce is NOT too thin, as the chicory (endive) holds water.

Here is another method, which works as well.

Put the milk in a saucepan, then simply add the sauce flour, butter and season-
ing and bring everything gradually up to simmering point over a medium heat, 
whisking continuously with a balloon whisk, until the sauce has thickened and 
becomes smooth and glossy. As above cook out the flour and keep whisking. 
The balloon whisk is essential. 

ASSEMBLE. Now, remove the foil from the ham and chicory and ladle it on top 
so that the endive and ham are well covered. If the sauce seems too thick, don’t 
worry. It will be alright!
Cover the top with grated cheese and put in the oven for approximately 30 
minutes at 170°C. Check it and take out when the top is golden brown. 
Serve immediately. 
You can also do this as an entrée but then using the small/mini chicories. Follow 
the same method. ENJOY!!
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CHEESE CROQUETTES

Makes approx. 15 to 20 
croquettes

Ingredients

100g butter
150g flour
500ml milk
1 tsp English mustard 
(optional)
250g cheese
4 eggs
Extra flour for coating
Breadcrumbs
Salt, black pepper, nutmeg

Method

Firstly, this takes time, and patience!!

Make a thick bechamel sauce with the butter, flour, and milk. Stirring all the while 
using a balloon whisk. Add the mustard if you fancy it.
 
Separate the eggs, add the yolks to the sauce and let it come to the boil again, 
stirring. Keep the whites for coating the croquettes afterwards.
Now add the cheese but it is important that you do not let the heat rise to boiling. 
If using hard cheese, which I recommend, then grate prior to adding. Stir until 
the cheese has melted into the sauce.
Season with salt, freshly ground black pepper and freshly grated nutmeg.

Tip the sauce into a floured tray and spread out evenly. Store away in the fridge 
for a couple of hours or overnight. Cut the paste into 4x4cm squares.
Coat them in flour, then into the beaten egg whites, and lastly turn in the bread-
crumbs. Put them on a clean tray next to each other.
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Sorry, but again WAIT. It really does give a better result if you cool them off 
again for a short time. You could freeze them at this point and use at a later date.

Heat up about one cm of sunflower oil into a deepish pan. Or you can use a 
deep fat fryer at 170°C.

Fry the croquettes in batches until they are golden brown on both sides. If you 
use a pan, you will need to turn them over halfway to ensure a good crumb finish.

When they are done, remove them with a slotted spoon from the oil and drain 
on kitchen paper. 

Ready to be served with salad. I admit to a wedge of lemon and deeply fried 
parsley. Parsley cooked in this way is often served. It’s scrummy !! Curly parsley 
is required: take the flower and plunge for seconds in the hot oil. Voilà !

GARNAALKROKETTEN - CROQUETTES AU CREVETTES

Gosh, to be truthful. We cheat and wait to get to Belgium as if it does not work, 
they fall apart. It is a lot of work and as you see from the Cheese variety, it takes 
time. Still, they are a staple and to have shrimp croquettes at the coast is a great 
experience. Also, they are better with crevettes grises from the North Sea which 
are not that easy to find beyond our shores. 
The key to this is the consistency of the mixture. Too thin and you will have an 
almighty mess, too thick and it just sticks in the mouth. It´s so special when it is 
served to you with deep fried parsley and a slice of lemon. 

ENJOY THEM IN BELGIUM! 
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RECIPES FROM A SPECIAL LAND WITH GREAT FOOD

MAIN COURSES

COD WITH A TWIST

Cod is truly one of our favourite fish and happens to be a favourite in 
Belgium too. This version has the bonus of beer, something else we favour!

SERVES 4

Ingredients

4 cod fillets, each about 175g 
90g butter
1 small onion or 3 shallots very finely chopped.
A drizzle of olive oil
1 bay leaf
300ml Hoegaarden, white beer or dry white wine
8 lemon slices
4 thyme springs
60ml breadcrumbs

Method

Preheat the oven to 180°C. Using half the butter, grease a flameproof casserole 
or frying pan that can be used in the oven. Add the onion or shallots and parsley. 
Drizzle with the oil. Transfer the casserole or pan to the oven and cook the onion 
for roughly 4 minutes. 

Season the cod fillets on both sides, place on top of the onion and the parsley 
mix. Add the bay leaf and pour in the beer or white wine to almost cover the 
fish. Top each fillet with 2 lemon slices and a sprig of thyme. 
Return the casserole or pan to the oven and bake for 15-20 minutes, (depending 
on the thickness of the fillets), until the fish flakes when tested with the tip of a 
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sharp knife. Transfer the fillets to a platter, cover with foil and keep warm. 
Put the casserole or pan over medium heat on top of the stove. Cook for about 
5 minutes until the juices have been reduced by about three quarters. Add the 
breadcrumbs and stir until they have been absorbed. 

Cut the remaining butter into small cubes and add to the sauce. A little at a time until 
thick and creamy. If too thick add more beer or wine till it is to your desired thickness. 
Check the seasoning and pour the sauce over the fish. Garnish with the parsley 
and lemon slices. 
You can use whichever herbs you prefer. A mixture of parsley, chopped chives 
and dill works well. 
It is normally served with boiled or mashed potatoes. 

COD - OUR METHOD USING MILK

Now, there is another way, which is to cover the fish with milk instead of the 
alcohol. You can keep all the other ingredients as above. Take out the fish when 
flaky. Keep warm. Now thicken the milk mixture with a thickening agent, I use 
cornflour in water method. Do not use the breadcrumbs and be careful with the 
lemon. I would rather suggest put a wedge on the plate. 
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WATERZOOI 

Means boiled or stewed in water. It is centuries old and there are various versions. 
This is the one I make which is slightly different and can be served in two ways. 

SERVES 4-6

Ingredients

1 fresh chicken about 1.6 kg 
Chicken stock to cover the meat which you can make or cheat and buy it!
2 sprigs thyme
2 bay leaves 
10 peppercorns
5 juniper corns
1 garlic clove crushed (optional)
3 carrots
2 onions
2 leeks
2 celery sticks
6 small potatoes quartered
2 eggs yolks
200ml double cream
Salt and pepper to taste
Pinch of nutmeg
Lemon juice (optional)
Fresh parsley chopped for garnish

Method

Rinse the chicken if there is blood and cut off excess fat. Place the whole bird in 
a large pot and pour over the chicken stock to two thirds cover (this really does 
not have to be precise) Add the thyme, bay leaves, peppercorns, juniper, and 
garlic. Bring to the boil. Reduce the heat, cover, and simmer for 1-1.5 hours or 
till the chicken is cooked and meat begins to fall off the bones.
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Lift the chicken out of the 
pan. When it is cool enough 
to handle remove the 
skin, take the meat off the 
bones, and cut it into bite 
size pieces. Put these in a 
bowl, cover and set aside. 
Skin the fat from the surface 
of the stock and put into a 
large jug and set aside. 

Melt the butter in the clean pan. Add all the vegetables except the potatoes and 
fry over a low heat for 10 minutes stirring frequently. Pour in the reserved stock 
and potatoes, bring to the boil, and cook for 10-15 minutes until the potatoes 
are tender. 

You can now STOP and thicken the liquid using whatever method you prefer, 
then you can serve. This is the healthier version, or you can CONTINUE with the 
next bit that makes it authentic and naughtier!!

Mix the egg yolks and cream in a bowl. Remove the pan from the heat and grad-
ually stir the cream mixture into the soup/stew. Add the chicken pieces. Return 
to the heat and cook, stirring constantly until thickened. DO NOT LET IT BOIL.
Season with salt, pepper, and nutmeg. Add the lemon juice if you like. Ladle into 
bowls, sprinkle with parsley and serve immediately. 

As we write these recipes, we have noticed that we do suggest SERVING IMME-
DIATELY quite often. Well, some things should not stand to attention!!

  TIP: you can also make a fish waterzooi, using cod, salmon or even some 
leftovers. To make it truly Belgian, add some mussels and grey shrimps, 
and the odd scampi, all shelled of course. The fancy version includes 
a scallop or two. Add half a glass of dry white wine in the sauce, and 
enjoy with the same wine on the side! 
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STOOFVLEES - CARBONNADES FLAMANDES 

SERVES 4

The taste varies region to region and beer. I have tried many different beers 
over the years and the darker the better although I do find that a good KRIEK 
cherry beer works very well. 

Ingredients

500g stewing beef or chuck steak, cubed
20g plain flour for dusting
25g butter
30ml rapeseed oil or oil of your choice
1 large onion
330ml dark Belgian beer 
2 tbsp red wine vinegar
2 tbsp brown sugar
2 slices rustic bread
30ml Dijon mustard
Handful of parsley, chopped
Salt and ground pepper
Bay leaf

Method

Toss the steak chunks in the seasoned plain flour and take the meat out of the 
mixture. Keep the flour aside for later. 
Ideally, heat a heavy frying pan that has a tight-fitting lid. Melt the butter and oil 
over medium heat. Add the cubed beef in batches and brown over fairly high 
heat for a few minutes to seal. As each batch browns, remove it and put on a 
plate till all batches are done. 
When all the meat is done and put aside, you then add the onions to the pan 
and fry till translucent for about 6 minutes. Add the garlic and fry for a couple 
of minutes more. 
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Return the meat to the pan and stir well to combine the onion mixture.  
Cover it with the beer and bring to just below boiling point. Add the bay leaf, 
vinegar, brown sugar, and bouquet garni. 

Cover the pan and reduce the heat and simmer for 1 ½ hours or until the meat 
has become tender.

Spread the bread thickly with mustard and place it on top of the two slices 
and place mustard side down on top of the meat. (I do not do it thickly on one 
side but rather thinly on both sides) replace the lid and let simmer for 20-30 
minutes stirring occasionally. The bread will absorb some of the liquid and 
thicken the sauce. 

Taste and adjust if necessary. Don’t forget to take out the bouquet garni and 
bay leaf. Stir in the chopped parsley. 

  TIP: for flour tossing. Take a plastic bag, put in the flour mixture, add 
the meat. Close the bag and shake it. I find this the easiest method and 
am grateful to a great aunt who told me to fling the bag about liberally. 
So, I do!!
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STEAK & CHIPS 

Steak is very personal. Rare, not rare, 
medium, or cooked to a cinder. There 
are some rules that are vital. Good 
butter, HOT pan. The leaner the meat 
the less you need to tenderise. For 
rump or sirloin, I find that a gentle 
bash with a meat basher does help 
and it’s very therapeutic. 

Season the meat before cooking, ide-
ally on both sides and leave for a few 
minutes. Get the pan hot and add the 
butter. Once the butter is thoroughly 
melted add the meat and cook for the 
desired minutes. First one side till the 
meat is brown and a good colour then turn over. I tend to use a griddle pan; I 
like the lines in the meat. Once you are happy it’s cooked to your preference, 
remove the meat, and put it in foil to rest. This really does make a difference. 
Whilst it rests you can make the sauce of your choice. If you are just using the 
juices, maybe add a drop of water and a little red wine. Reduce it, et voilà. You 
can also use peppercorns and cream. Why not.

Now to the chips.

FRI(E)(TE(S)(N))(TJES)

They’re our national dish but they are rarely called Belgian fries. Belgium has 
three languages, German, Dutch and French. In French we call them frites or 
pommes frites if you want to be posh. In Dutch they are frieten, or frietjes if 
you’re easygoing. In Belgian, that language we all feel we should speak, this 
becomes fri(e)(te(s)(n))(tjes). Pommes, for the German-speakers – they use the 
French word, interestingly. No Belgian worth their salt (we sprinkle it on our 
fries, liberally) hasn’t dipped one in mayo. Or a variety of sauces, many with a 
geographic provenance. But not all of us can be bothered making fries at home. 
From scratch, not frozen. 
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So that’s what we’ll do.
First, you need the right Kartoffel sort. It needs to be rather firm but with plenty 
of starch. If you’re Belgian there’s only one possibility: it has to be Bintje potatoes. 
In the Austrian or German supermarket, your best bet would be ”vorwiegend 
festkochend” which freely translated means that only a few will fall apart when 
you cook them. 

But you’re not cooking them. You’re frying. 

Hence, the fat. Traditionalist non-vegans swear by suet, known in our national 
languages as ossenwit (NL), blanc de boeuf (FR), Rinderfett or Oschsenfett (DE). 
But if you’re an ambassador and have to watch your calorie intake - an occu-
pational hazard -, or you’re just health-conscious, the two not being mutually 
exclusive, then you go for vegetable oil. In my family, we used peanut oil – ara-
chide it’s called both in Dutch and French. Good alternatives are sunflower or 
rapeseed oil. Provided the oil isn’t too flavoured and can be heated to 200°C. 
Hence, no olive oil. 

Starch, salt, fat: not a healthy diet. The 
secret, as my health app tells me, is 
portion size. How I wish that principle 
applied to official speeches. 

You can’t make just one portion of Bel-
gian fries. Well, you could, nothing’s 
impossible, but it doesn’t feel right. 
They’re meant to be shared. When 
you’re eating out with family or friends, 
expect them to reach for the cold fries 
on your plate and, without asking, take one with their bare fingers, dip it in the 
sauce and pretend it’s all part of a great convivial evening. It is NOT. I mean, 
WHO DO THEY THINK THEY ARE? They’re STEALING YOUR PRECIOUS BEL-
GIAN FRIES !! CALL THE POLICE!

 Enough banter. Let’s start cooking. 
 We’re making enough for two. 
  Buy at least a kilo of Bintje, or vorwiegend festkochend potatoes. Peel 

them and leave them on a plate. Do not wash the peeled potatoes in 
water because you need the starch for your fries to be golden and lovely. 
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Cut the peeled potatoes in slices of max. 
1 cm. Then cut each slice in sticks of max 
1 cm thick. The ideal size for Belgian fries 
is 13mm, according to self-styled connois-
seurs. I prefer 8 to 9 mm but we don’t need 
mathematics or geometry here: cooking 
Belgian fries is an art. Based on that other 
great national invention: surrealism. Ceci 
n’est pas une frite, said good old Magritte. 
Wow, it rhymes. He was right, though. This 
is a recipe book, not a fri(e)t(j)e. 

Real Belgian fries are fried twice. 

Pour at least 1,5 litre of sunflower oil, or 
equivalent, in a tall cooking pot or an elec-
tric fryer. Heat to 140°C. Check the heat 
by throwing in one small potato stick – if it 
simmers ever so slightly, your fat tempera-
ture is OK (imagine the joy of writing this). 
Put two or three handfuls of uncooked 
potato sticks in the metal basket. Not more. 
Fries need room to manoeuvre in the boil-
ing fat, otherwise they stick together. Keep 
frying for at least 3 to 4 minutes. After 3 
minutes, you can take out the basket, pick 
up one potato stick (with a toothpick or fork, 
for instance) and check its consistency. If it’s 
tender, you’re good. They should be yellow, 
not golden.

Cover a plate or tray with one or two layers 
of kitchen towel. Pour the pre-cooked fries 
onto the kitchen towel, spread them out and 
let them cool for at least 15 minutes - half an 
hour is better. Keep the metal basket out of 
the fryer and raise the cooking oil tempera-
ture to somewhere around 180°C. Not less 
than 170°, not more than 190°. Again, test 
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the temperature by throwing in one (already parboiled) potato stick. STAND 
WELL BACK! If the oil splutters and the chip starts moving around in it, the tem-
perature for the second cooking is right. Throw the parboiled fries in the metal 
basket, and VERY SLOWLY lower the basket into the boiling oil. Keep your dis-
tance as much as possible. Wear an apron or one of your least favourite T-shirts. 

Cook for one or maximum two minutes. Don’t go away, don’t sip a 
drink; keep watching the parboiled potato sticks turn golden. Take 
out the basket right when the tips of the sticks start turning deep 

brown. Throw the now ready fries into a bowl lined with fresh kitchen towel to 
soak up the excess fat. Shake the bowl a few times, then discard the kitchen 
towel, sprinkle the fries with salt and serve them hot. Keep them separate from 
the rest of the dishes – fries don’t mix well with gravy. 

Now for the homemade mayo. 

Mayo is an emulsion made with eggs, 
vinegar, mustard and oil. In our family 
we used peanut oil but sunflower oil 
is the best alternative. With a not-too-
spicy, non-granulated mustard, Dijon 
for instance. And plain cooking vine-
gar (neutral or mild flavour). You can of 
course be fancy and use high-end oils or 
vinegars but frankly, they don’t sit well 
with our good old traditional Belgian fries. My humble opinion. 
Throw two egg yolks in a bowl, mix with a fork or a whisk. Add salt, pepper, a 
tablespoon of plain Dijon mustard and some vinegar. Trickle sunflower oil into 
the mixture, whipping vigorously for at least two minutes whilst thinking about 
the many bad things you’d like to happen to some people. You can of course use 
an electric appliance but whipping by hand saves you a trip to the gym. You may 
need at least 20-30 cl of oil. Once the mixture has solidified, stop whipping, add 
the juice of half a lemon or more, to taste, and whip again for a few seconds, now 
thinking of someone really awful. Taste the result with a small spoon. 

Place a blob of mayo next to your portion of frites. Enjoy! And remember: Bel-
gians eat at least some of their fries by hand, dipping them in mayo as they tell 
a tall story, sip a beer and all the while jealously guard their plate from being 
raided by those terrible fries-pickers. 
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RECIPES FROM A SPECIAL LAND WITH GREAT FOOD

DESSERTS

CHOCOLATE MOUSSE – naughty but so nice !

Anybody will appreciate that a dessert using chocolate is a firm favourite. It 
smacks of decadence and importantly the best chocolate. We would recommend 
Callebaut but really the key is the best quality gives the best results. 

SERVES 6-8

Ingredients

225g plain chocolate – minimum of 70% cocoa broken into small pieces.
A knob of butter
1 tbsp amaretto – generous tbsp! You can also use brandy but I find the 
combination of amaretto rather smooth.
3 large eggs, separated.
150ml double cream, lightly whipped – here it needs to be 32% fat content. 

Method

Measure the chocolate into a bowl and sit it over a pan of simmering water. Make 
sure the bowl does not touch the base or water. Melt slowly and do not allow 
the chocolate to become too hot. Stir in the butter, brandy and egg yolks one 
at a time and mix until combined. Set aside to cool a little.

Whip the egg whites until just stiff, gentle peaks. Fold into the chocolate mixture 
with the whipped cream. Fold to combine. Please fold with a silver spoon. It does 
make a difference. Keep aside a little of the cream for presentation. 

Spoon into a glass bowl (1-litre capacity) or 6 stemmed glasses or ramekins. 
Transfer to the fridge to set. Top with a dollop of the whipped cream and top 
with toasted almonds or chocolate shavings. 
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 TRICKS: the mousse can be made up to a day ahead. 
   Importantly it freezes well for up to a month. Once you have defrosted 

it, wait and check the consistency. You may need to add some cream 
to loosen it. Take care that it does not split. It shouldn’t and you can 
add a little more alcohol to taste.

  You can of course eat it straight from the freezer – let it defrost slightly, 
mix with a fork and you have a rather sophisticated chocolate ice cream!! 
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SPECULOOS CAKE À LA FAÇON MADAME CHURCHILL

Mrs Churchill’s Unique Speculoos Cake with stewed fruit. A souvenir of our time 
in Berlin with our wonderful housekeeper. This cake has been created to bring 
together certain unifying elements of Belgian and German culture. The spices 
and fruits are synonymous to both countries. 

Ingredients

Cake mixture
250ml milk
250g plain flour
125g fine white sugar
8 tbsp good quality runny honey
1 tsp ground cinnamon
4 tsp ground ginger
2 tsp melange speculoos 
2 tsp bicarbonate of soda

Fruit Compote 
Sirop de Liège (optional)
Pears, plums, or apricots

TO SERVE
Good quality Vanilla ice-cream 

Method

Preheat oven: 180°C
Line a rectangular baking tin (28 x 22 cms) with parchment paper. 
Take a pan (or you can use the microwave) and warm the milk to body tempera-
ture. Add the honey and ginger, stir in to infuse evenly. 
In a separate bowl mix the flour, sugar, cinnamon, speculoos powder or the 
mixed spices with the bicarbonate of soda. Add the warmed, sweetened milk 
and mix well; the mixture should resemble a thick batter. Pour the mixture into 
the prepared tin.
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Place in oven and cook for approximately 40-45 minutes. Use a metal skewer 
pushed into the centre of the cake, when it comes out clean, it’s ready. 
Cool on a wire rack.

Fruit Preparation

Poach the pears in the syrup until tender (we prefer pears). They should have the 
skins. We recommend you cover them in water with 500g sugar and the juice of ½ 
a lemon. Simmer until tender for approximately 35- 40 minutes. Keep an eye on 
it. When you are happy the fruit is tender but not falling apart, remove the pears 
or the fruit of your choice, transfer it to a pan and reduce the syrup by two thirds. 

Alternative preparation for plums 

Halve and stone plums, bake in the oven with a sprinkling of sugar, ground 
cinnamon, ground nutmeg and stew till soft for approximately 15 – 20 minutes. 
Check to ensure cooked but do not let them over cook. They need to maintain 
their shape. 

  SERVING: remove the fruit from the juice. If using pears, peel them, cut 
in half and remove inner core. Slice pears and serve. Warm the Sirop 
de Liege and add some of the fruit juice. Cut the cake into portions 
of choice and soak in the syrup. Do this lightly so that the cake does 
not become soggy. Suggest dipping the base of each portion into the 
syrup.

Place on the plate with some of the fruit and a spoonful of the reserved syrup. 
Add a scoop of the ice-cream. 
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SOUR CHERRY CHEESECAKE 

Sour cherries are very popular in Belgium and we use them in sauces with game 
and meat stews, but this recipe seems the best way to combine them. 

SERVES 6-8

Ingredients

500g jar of sour cherries in syrup
4 tbsp warm water
2 tbsp powdered gelatine
150ml Kriek beer – Cherry flavoured beer
500g Quark or soft cheese or fromage frais
150ml crème fraiche or fromage frais
200ml double cream – full 32% fat
115g caster sugar – superfine
90ml flaked almonds to decorate - optional

Crust

200g speculoos biscuits – other cookies cake be used, such as digestive.
100g unsalted butter
2 tbsp cherry jam

Method

Make the crust, crumbling the biscuits in a food processor or put them in a plastic 
bag and bash them with a rolling pin. Ideal therapy! Tip into a bowl.
Melt the butter and stir into the crumbs with the jam. I personally do not add 
the jam with a spoon or a palet. Mix well and put in a 23cm springform cake tin 
and press out the mixture to form an even base. Cover with plastic wrap (cling 
film) and place in the refrigerator.
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Drain the cherries in a colander or sieve, reserving the juice. Chop them making 
up 115g of the cherries and set aside. Keep the remaining cherries whole as you 
will need them. 
Put the water in a cup and sprinkle the gelatine on the surface; Wait till it is spongy. 

Pour 150ml of the syrup from the cherries into a pan and bring to the boil, then 
cool for 20 seconds. Whisk in the gelatine until dissolved. Stir in the Kriek beer 
and strain the mixture in a jug. In a large bowl beat the quark, soft cheese or 
fromage frais as you prefer with the crème fraiche or sour cream and gradually 
add the gelatine mixture. Fold in the reserved cherries. 
Whip the cream with the sugar in a bowl till soft foam. Carefully fold into the 
cheese mixture.

Remove the crumb base from the refrigerator and spoon the filling over the base 
and smooth the top with a wetted spoon or spatula. Cover with cling film. Chill 
in the refrigerator for at least 4 hours but preferably overnight. 

Remove the cheesecake from the tin. Sprinkle the flaked almonds over the surface 
of the cheesecake and press some on the sides if you feel like it. I don’t. Serve 
sliced with the drained cherries. 

 TIP: Springform tin is truly advisable
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RICE TART – Bobonne‘s version

We could not really have our cookbook without a family favourite. It has become 
a firm favourite wherever we have been posted and is a lovely way to introduce 
a taste of Belgium in other countries. Of course, I have no ulterior motive!!

Now this is where cheating can be useful. Get pastry or a ready-made pastry 
case. Cos honestly the next bit is boring!! You can cheat further and buy instant 
pudding powder and cook the rice in the milk and add the pudding powder; 
naughty and forgive me but it does work. 

Still, to show willing, here is the way my grandmother made it, but she would 
have forgiven you the shortcuts. Traditionally it should have a yeast pastry case. 

Ingredients

250g plain flour, plus extra for dusting
50g sugar 
1tbsp easy blend dried yeast
½ tsp salt
1 egg beaten.
100ml milk 
50g unsalted butter

FOR THE FILLING

500ml full cream / 
whole milk
150g short grain rice – Pudding rice or Milchreis
50g caster sugar
Pinch of salt 
1 tsp vanilla extract
2 eggs separated plus 2 yolks.
60ml apricot jam
Can of apricot halves
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Method

Sift the flour into a large mixing bowl. Stir in the sugar, dried yeast, and salt. Make 
a well in the centre and pour in the beaten egg and half the milk. Stir gradually 
incorporating the surrounding dry ingredients until the mixture starts to hold 
together. Add the extra milk, if needed. Finally add the softened butter and mix 
with your fingertips to a soft dough. 
On a lightly floured surface, knead the mixture, form into a ball and place in a 
large lightly oiled bowl. Cover with cling film and leave in a warm place for about 
half an hour or till it has doubled in size.
Meanwhile, time for the filling: pour the milk, bring to boil, stir in the rice, reduce the 
heat to low, cover the pan and simmer for about 30 minutes stirring frequently till all 
the milk is absorbed. Stir in the sugar and salt. Remove from the heat and let cool.
Preheat the oven to 180°C. Place a baking sheet in the oven. Grease a 23cm 

springform tin (pan). Knock back the dough, roll it out 
on a lightly floured surface and line the springform 
pan. Prick the base with a fork. 

Get your cooled rice mixture and add the vanilla extract 
and 1 egg yolk. Stir to mix, then beat in the remaining 
3 egg yolks one by one. Now, get a clean bowl, whisk 
up the egg whites till stiff, light peaks and fold them 
into the rice custard. 
Spread a layer of apricot jam on the bottom of the pasty 
case. Carefully pour in the rice mixture. The next phase 
is up to you, but I generally don’t add apricot halves 
but if you do, then you can place them cut side down. 
Put the cake tin on the hot backing sheet in the oven 
and bake for 35-40 minutes. 
Place on a wire rack until cool enough to handle. 

Remove from the cake tin and put on a plate. 

 Serve at room temperature and as a dessert with a dessert wine.
 We serve it generally with an apricot coulis on the side. I find it easier to eat as 
a coulis rather than incorporating the apricots in the tart.

 There is an alternative. Go to Belgium and eat Rice Tart in a café. 
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WAFFLES 

Major debate about doing a recipe for the famous WAFFLE. Which one, that’s 
already a discussion. (Almost) every town in Belgium has its own. So, this is my 
husband’s recipe. This is the HOOPFUL or HOPEFUL Waffle. Ever hopeful it will 
actually work, to quote him. 

Ingredients

To make 12 waffles

250g plain flour
4 eggs
75g butter
150ml milk
150ml water
60g sugar
1 tsp salt
1 sachet of dried yeast
1 tbsp sunflower oil
(optional) 1 sachet of vanilla sugar

Method

We hope you have a waffle maker, it is rather essential. For the real Belgian 
experience, you need one with rectangular moulds. 

In a bowl, mix the flour and salt, make a well in the centre and add the lightly 
whisked eggs. Pour in the lightly melted butter, milk and water. For an even richer 
batter, add some more milk and less water. Whip until you obtain a supple, but 
not too liquid, batter. Now add the sugar, yeast, oil and, if you fancy, vanilla 
sugar. Blend again. The batter must be viscous but flow easily, like a diplomatic 
speech – add water, or some flour, if needed. When ready, place the batter in 
the fridge for at least 1 hour. 
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Heat the waffle maker. Prick a lump of butter on a fork, use it to oil the waffle 
maker every time you pour fresh batter. Using a small ladle, pour the batter into 
the machine, carefully filling the sides. Fry for 3 mins or until golden. Place the 
waffles on a metal rack to cool. 

  Serve with icing sugar, brown sugar (cassonade or demerara), whipped 
cream, strawberries or any other topping you fancy (chocolate sauce, 
for instance). 
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RECIPES FROM A SPECIAL LAND WITH GREAT FOOD

NOW FOR SOMETHING SIMPLE

TOOST KANNIBAAL - TARTARE - TOAST CANNIBALE

SERVES 4

Ingredients

2 fresh egg yolks
1 tbsp. Dijon mustard
1 tbsp tomato ketchup
2 tsp Worcestershire sauce
75ml vegetable oil or I use a mixture of vegetable and pumpkin oil. 
2 shallots finely chopped
2 tbsp capers
6 cornichons finely chopped
2 tbsp finely chopped parsley
15 g unsalted butter
4 slices white bread, toasted with crusts removed
500g fresh sirloin steak, finely minced, ground – best quality is necessary. This 
is what we call FILET AMERICAIN and can be bought easily in Belgium. Maybe 
your butcher can prepare the meat for you. 

Method

Place the egg yolks in a large stainless steel bowl, add the mustard. With a wire 
whisk mix in the ketchup, Worcestershire sauce and if you like a bit of tabasco (I 
don’t) with a little salt and pepper. Slowly mix in the oil till the mixture is smooth. 
Fold in the shallots, capers, cornichons, and parsley.

Add the minced raw meat to the bowl and mix. Take your lovely clean hands and 
get in there and mix. You can of course use a wooden spoon but honestly hands 
are best. Shape into 4 patties by hand or use a small round mould.

Spread the toasted bread with butter. Place a patty of Filet American and press 
down to cover the surface evenly. 
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Using a paring knife, score diamond shapes into the meat. Garnish the plates 
with lettuce leave and with the toast. Place a tomato slice alongside. Slice each 
cornichon lengthways, keeping one end intact, then fan the slices out. Place one 
fan on each slice and garnish with a sprig of parsley. 

  PLEASE do not use a processor to mince the meat. The best way is 
chopping it very finely with a sharp knife of cleaver. The ideal way is to 
speak to your lovely butcher!
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PLATTE KAAS TOOST - TARTINE AU FROMAGE BLANC

Ingredients

4 thick slices of dark rye bread
15g unsalted butter, softened
200g Quark. In Belgium we use Platte Kaas/Fromage frais
3 tbsp finely chopped fresh chives
1-2 shallots finely chopped or spring onions
9-10 radishes, sliced paper thin to serve

Method

Toast the rye bread, spread with the butter. In a bowl mix the Quark with the 
chives, season with salt and pepper then stir in the shallots. 

Spread a thick layer of the cheese mixture on each slice of toast; Cover with 
radish to cover the cheese completely. 
Season again with salt and pepper. Sprinkle with the remaining chives. 
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BLUE CHEESE AND WALNUT ON A CHICORY LEAF CANAPE

This is simple, pleases nigh on everybody and has been a clear favourite among 
our many guests. I am not going to bore you with measurements as this is truly 
a collating process and much depends on how many worthwhile leaves you get 
from each chicory.
 
In principle, you do need the following: 
Pears – poached in water with sugar. I add star anise and a bit of saffron. It gives 
a good colour and flavour 
Blue cheese – preferably something on the lines of Roquefort
Walnuts – these can be light roasted but It’s not vital
 
Poach the pears, which you would have peeled prior to poaching but did not 
core. Cool them and chop them into small cubes, then add your chopped walnuts 
and chopped cheese (not too small or the cheese will fall apart).

Take your chicory and cut off the end, the leaves should be easy to pull away 
so that they are single leaves. Now place the mixture on the bottom of the leaf 
(the hardest and widest part). Do not overload as you are meant to use the leaf 
as a spoon and eat the whole thing with your hands. 

SERVE ON A LARGE DISH and place the leaves so that it looks like a flower. 

  TIP: you can use tinned pears, but they need to be well drained. This 
will make it sweeter too. 
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DAME BLANCHE – A staple. It is known throughout the land

There is the sophisticated version that demands making a home-made custard 
style ice cream but, in this household, we admit to cheating. We buy the best 
Vanilla ice cream, bourbon style. It’s generally always in the freezer. There is a 
certain gentleman that is partial to it!!

To make the sauce, which is the key to its success, you will need: 

60ml double cream
150ml milk
250g Callebaut buttons or good quality chocolate. 
Don’t skimp!
15ml brandy, rum or amaretto (optional)

Method

Mix the cream and milk in a pan and 
heat to simmering point. Remove the 
pan from the heat and stir in the choc-
olate bits until they dissolve, and the 
sauce is smooth and velvety. Stir in 
the alcohol if using it. 

Chill the glasses, pour the sauce 
approx. 4 tsp into each coupe and 
swirl it around. Top with two scoops 
ice cream and add more sauce. 

Add whipped cream and top with 
chopped nuts and chocolate curls. 
Traditionally served with a long wafer 
biscuit. Here again you can cheat. 
Buy them! 


